Modern Workplace Solutions
One environment to keep your users connected and protected
Providing your employees with all the elements they need to exchange ideas, collaborate on projects and achieve the
best outcomes, results in an engaged and productive workforce.
The challenge is to facilitate this across the many different devices they use and the locations they work from, while
maintaining control and ensuring security.
Modern Workplace Solutions from SystemsUp provides a single platform and security solution, designed with your

users’ and your organisation’s requirements in mind. It simplifies and secures access using a single identity for all
services and devices, making it easier for your employees to access their work from almost anywhere, on any device.

Enabling the Modern Workplace
Modern Workplace Solutions from SystemsUp uses the best Microsoft technologies to help your staff be more

mobile and work well together within a secure online environment. The result is that your business is able to focus
on the things that matter rather than IT complexity.
SystemsUp brings together the security features and innovation of Windows 10, with the power and familiarity of
Office 365, to create a bespoke solution that can be easily managed:
•

Windows 10 allows employees to access files, folders,

and apps from virtually anywhere, on their devices.
•

Office 365 delivers powerful apps and tools to enable

collaboration inside and outside your organisation, making
it easier to work on the go.
•

Microsoft Intune protects the data in your Office 365

mobile apps, even on personal devices. If someone loses
their device, or leaves the organisation, company data can
be deleted easily.

•

Management and Security Office 365 provides:

Role Based Access Control for its tenancy, preventing
any security protocols to a user account being misused;
Exchange Online Protection, a hosted mail filtering service
which protects against spam and malware; and Advanced
Threat Protection which allows custom policies to be
created which incorporate behavioural data analytics.
•

Compliance and Reporting Office 365 provides a

platform which is GDPR compliant and enables monitoring
and reporting from Exchange Online, SharePoint Online
and OneDrive for Business via one portal. Data Loss
Prevention helps you comply with industry regulations
and prevents the leak of financial data or personally
identifiable information from Office 365.
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Design and Delivery of the Solution
SystemsUp will design a project of work to deliver a modern working environment for your staff.
We analyse your existing applications, working practices and infrastructure, to design a Modern Workplace Solution
based around the Microsoft suite of products.
Once the scope of work is agreed, SystemsUp works with your IT and management teams to deliver the project while
ensuring minimal business disruption.
Our consultants ensure your staff receive familiarisation and training, so you can maximise the effectiveness of the
new solution. If required, SystemsUp also provides ongoing support for your Modern Workplace Solution.

Our experience will ensure success
Our cloud experts have successfully migrated more than 100 companies to the cloud. Their experience will help you extract the
best value from Azure.

About SystemsUp
SystemsUp is a highly regarded professional services company and delivers outstanding cloud consultancy services with consistent year-onyear growth through the success of our clients.
SystemsUp delivers successful cloud transformation engagements in the public and private sectors. Our clients range from high profile
government departments, FTSE 100 and global blue chip companies, to smaller specialist organisations and application vendors across all
markets.
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